
Jennifer Lee Weaver
actress. producer. speaker. 

www.jenniferleeweaver.com

https://www.jenniferleeweaver.com/


Jane Austen meets Jersey
passionate about: 

surviving & thriving
performing
creating art

traveling
dancing

self-expressing through clothes
history & antiques
eating great food

*click for Jennifer’s resume

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1wBaaEwZllWGp8UZ519FnCsamNdKtpsF0/view?usp=sharing


Two well-intentioned parents jumped on the 
band-wagon naming their first born "Jennifer" 
deep in the heart of the densely-populated Jersey 
burbs close to the great city of NY. The child 
eventually learned to turn that native accent 
on and off at will. The arts seem to be the safest 
place for her since she is a walking contradiction. 

She is clumsy, yet can dance, quirky, yet is poised, 
goofy yet intelligent. 
She has strength with vulnerability. 

Her heart lies in projects where women 
overcome obstacles.  



Jennifer’s Acting Reel

https://youtu.be/eZ6SAGCJVVk


Jennifer’s Commercial 
Voiceover Demo

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1zs5rQW-mVE2S2i5oMDCtVeLp5R4vWSPZ/view?usp=sharing


Producer



LAST  
SEEN

Los Angeles - 2019 - Now available at streaming online are all six 
episodes of season one of LAST SEEN , a new drama/mystery 
web series about race and justice in America. Join Bonnie Chen, 
a true crime podcast host with a personal drive for justice, as 
she investigates a cold case from 1987. 
Exploring race, gender, and economic disparity in the justice 
system, as well providing us with a textured and diverse cast of 
talented actors, LAST SEEN is a female-driven production, 
created by writer/producer MARIAH GRETCHEN 
ROBINSON (“The Gut”) and directed by HEATHER DE 
MICHELE (“As Good As You”). Featuring supporting talent 
like PEGGY BLOW (“On My Block”, “Versace”) as Sheriff Ida 
Heartstark, and ANNA KHAJA (“Madam Secretary”, “SWAT”) 
as Kat, we are also happy to introduce stars KIM CHUEH as 
Bonnie and JUAN PACHECO as Tariq. Hoping to highlight the 
tragic social phenomena of the “less dead”, our story operates 
both as a stand-alone web-series, as well as an introduction to 
the larger world of the town of Honeycutt. With season one 
now available, we are currently in development of seasons 2 & 3. 



Speaker



Jennifer is a cancer survivor in addition 
to losing her wife and partner 
— Mariah Gretchen Robinson — to 
cancer in 2019. 

Jennifer is developing a platform to 
share her experience through illness 
and grief as a way to help others 
through similar life events and 
processes, even as she continues the 
journey of her own healing.



Chrystian Dulac
chrystianeeyc@gmail.com
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